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Perceived value is the customer’s subjective understanding of the value they obtain and is their subjective evaluation of the product
or service they enjoy.-is value is deducted from the cost of the product or service. In order to understand and predict the specific
cognition of consumers on the value of products or services and distinguish it from the objective value of products or services in
the general sense, this paper uses the in-depth learning method based on LSTM to establish a model to predict the perceived
benefits of consumers. It is a challenging task to analyze the emotion of consumers or recognize the perceived value of consumers
from various texts of online trading platforms.-is paper proposes a new short-text representation method based on bidirectional
LSTM.-is method is very effective for forecasting research. In addition, we also use the attention mechanism to learn the specific
emotional vocabulary. Short-text representation can be used for emotion classification and emotion intensity prediction. -is
paper evaluates the proposed classification model and regression data set. Compared with the baseline of the corresponding data
set, the contrast of the results was 93%. -e research shows that using deep neural network to predict the perceived utility of
consumer comments can reduce the intervention of artificial features and labor costs and help predict the perceived utility of
products to consumers.

1. Introduction

Online shopping is a brand new shopping experience, which
is a kind of e-commerce. Consumers use theirmobile terminal
devices to enter the online shopping platform to buy the goods
and services they want. It allows consumers to visit the official
website of mobile online retailers through a direct browser or
search among other suppliers through an engine that directly
uses mobile shopping websites. It is used to let consumers find
services or products they are interested in. Online con-
sumption has become one of the mainstream consumption
methods, and online shopping users spend more and more
money on online shopping [1–3]. -is also makes the cus-
tomer’s satisfaction with the product, and good evaluation of
the online store is very important. It is very important to study
and identify the perceived value of the target customers and
find out the product value field that customers are most
concerned about in the contemporary society because the
customer’s perceived value plays an important role in shaping

the connotation of the product and improving the quality of
the product [4]. -e research on the prediction of consumer’s
online appraisal and perceived utility can enable stores to
provide help in the application of products and services.

In natural language processing, sensory classification
refers to marking a text as a whole that produces positive or
negative emotions. On the other hand, the task of emotion
perception is to associate words, phrases, or documents with
a set of predefined emotions from mental patterns such as
fear, joy, anger, and sadness. -e intensity of emotional
expression in text helps quantify and compare subjective
expression and also helps identify the perceived value. In the
recent years, Chinese scholars have proposed several in-
depth learning models for these tasks [5–7]. -is article
discusses some important initiatives, most of which use a
“word”-based approach. Our observation shows that the text
generated by consumers in online comments usually uses
innovative expressions, uses new or insufficient vocabulary,
and combines icons, numbers, and symbols to express them.
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Bartoli et al. pointed out that consumer reviews are
important references for e-commerce companies to collect
resource information and make correct decisions. -ey
evaluated the possibility of customers being deceived by
automatically generating hundreds of false reviews on res-
taurants, and the results confirmed that customers are
largely affected by such false reviews [8]. On the other hand,
Qian et al. has established an identification pattern based on
LSTM to determine the intention of consumer travel. -e
intention of travel consumption in chat robots refers to the
willingness of users to purchase products or services in order
to meet their travel needs. -e author suggests that the
intention of consumer products should be determined to
enhance user experience. -e traditional method of con-
sumer intention recognition is mainly based on template
matching or artificial feature sets, which is time-consuming,
laborious, and difficult to expand. -e author takes the task
of consumer intention recognition as a classification
problem and combines the deep learning method to identify.
-is method does not need to construct feature sets or
matching templates manually. Specifically, the author uses
the convolutional long short-term memory (LSTM) neural
network model to identify travel consumption intention.
First, the convolution neural network (CNN) is created to
extract the features of user chat texts, and then the feature
combination. -en, the feature is sent to LSTM to study the
feature of feature representation and output the classifica-
tion result. -e experimental results show that the convo-
lution LSTM model is 2% better than the best baseline
method in F-measure [9]. But there are errors in the data.

Word-based systems cannot effectively learn these ex-
pressions, which affects the performance of consumer in-
tention recognition or perceived value classification. In this
paper, we propose an effective method to detect and classify
emotion intensity, which does not depend on three or five
scales of fixed words. In addition, the innovation of this
paper is to propose the use of the attention mechanism to
improve the efficiency of the learning system, which proves
that the proposed combination is superior to the state-of-
the-art perceptual utility classification mechanism.

2. Proposed Method

2.1. LSTM Neural Network

2.1.1. Concept of LSTM. A recurrent neural network is a kind
of artificial neural network. It has memory properties, in-
cluding long-term memory and short-term memory. It is a
deep learning algorithm.-e long short-termmemory network
has a feedback connection, which can process a single data
point as well as the entire data sequence [10]. A general LSTM
unit consists of a unit, an input gate, an output gate, and a
forgetting gate. -e unit remembers the value in any time
interval, and three doors adjust the information flow in and out
of the unit. LSTM is developed for the problem of explosion
and vanishing gradient that may be encountered in traditional
RNN training. Compared with RNNs, HMM, and other se-
quential learning methods, LSTM can adapt to learning with
certain interval, which is an advantage [11, 12].

2.1.2. Development and Structure of LSTM. A long short-
term memory network is a common cyclic neural network;
LSTM networks were proposed by Liu et al. and were im-
proved and extended by many people in the subsequent
work [13, 14]. -ey are very effective in many problems, and
nowadays they are widely used. A general LSTM architecture
consists of one unit (the storage part of the LSTM unit) and
three “regulators” (usually called gates), which are the
regulators of information flow inside the LSTM unit: input
gate, output gate, and forgetting gate. Some variants of the
LSTM unit do not have one or more of these doors, or there
may be other doors. For example, a gated recursive unit
(Gru) does not have an output gate. Intuitively, cells are
responsible for tracking the dependencies between elements
in the input sequence. -e input gate controls the range of
new values flowing into the cell, forgetting the range of the
gate control value remaining in the cell. -e value in the
output gate control cell is used to calculate the range of
output activation of the LSTM cell [15, 16].

2.1.3. Application of LSTM. LSTM networks are a form of
RNN, which can effectively generate character sequences with
long-distance structure. Based on the character-level LSTM rrn
machine translation task, this paper proves its superiority. -e
RNN is used for Q & A, and the NLG system produces correct
answers to questions expressed in natural language. -is work
provides a dialogue system that, as part of the dialogue, can
produce a smoother response [17]. -e LSTM framework is
shown in Figure 1. A significant application of LSTM inNLG is
to generate descriptive captions for image description and
video sequences. In this way, there is data collection for the
online evaluation of consumers later.

Motion recognition based on the position of the main
joints of the human body has attracted wide attention in
three-dimensional space; we have designed a deep network
model for human behavior recognition. -e model has high
efficiency and accuracy in capturing motion, spatial char-
acteristics, and time dependence. For any machine learning
project, choosing the right algorithm is a time-consuming
and laborious process. Without increasing the complexity of
the model, the nonstationary problem of long-term dy-
namics can be solved more effectively. At the same time, a
variety of modes, RGB images, and optical flow are used to
train the control door so as to better control the information
entering/leaving the storage unit [18].

Semantic analysis is the process of extraction and inter-
pretation from natural language and the basis of natural
language processing. In the past two decades, a lot of work has
proposed solutions for virtual or real autonomous agents. All
methods, from the initial grammar method to the pure sta-
tistics method and the hybrid method, follow the grammar
theory. At present, the most effective model promotes the
dependence on the established language theory to represent
the action semantics in user commands. A statistical semantic
analyzer based on support vector machine is trained on the
human robot interaction corpus. It is an attempt to build a
bridge between NLU of robots and voice representation
theory with more linguistic and cognitive significance [19].
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2.2. Perceived Utility of Consumers

(1) For the same product, customers tend to be more
inclined to buy from companies that they think can
provide the highest perceived value. Customer per-
ceived value (CPV) refers to the difference between
potential customers’ evaluation of all benefits and all
costs of products and perceived substitutes [20, 21].
-e total customer cost includes the buyer’s time,
energy, and psychological cost [22]. -e buyer eval-
uates these elements together with the monetary cost
to form the total customer cost. -e buyer will pur-
chase from any source that he believes provides the
highest perceived customer value.-is decision theory
can help the seller to sell the product to the buyer
successfully.

2.3. Predict Consumer Behavior. On the basis of consumer
investigation and research, the prediction of consumer’s
purchase behavior analyzes the consumer’s consumption
ability, consumption level, and consumption structure; re-
veals the consumption characteristics and demand differ-
ences of different consumer groups; judges the changes of
consumer’s purchase habits, consumption tendency, and
consumption preference; and studies what, how much,
when, and where consumers purchase—purchase behavior
and its changes, such as purchase, who to buy, how to buy,
etc. -e purpose of consumer purchase behavior prediction
is to provide basis for market potential measurement, target
market selection, product development, and marketing
strategy formulation [23–25].

With the development of e-commerce, more and more
scholars have paid attention to the information search be-
havior of consumers, among which the impact of online
comments on consumers is the focus of scholars’ attention.
Many scholars at home and abroad have studied online
reviews [26, 27], and the research of predictive models has
also become a research hotspot.

3. Experiments

3.1. Data Preprocessing. -e text on consumer online re-
views has a high degree of variability in grammatical
structure and syntax. As mentioned earlier, online con-
sumption platforms limit the limited characters to one
comment. -is restriction does not include the user name of
the user. In addition, if the expression is encoded in UTF

format, it is treated as a single character. In addition to text,
consumer reviews also include some pictures and videos,
which are all effective information for making customer
perceived value judgments. Before analyzing the perceived
value, we need to perform feature processing on this in-
formation and remove unnecessary interference elements to
reduce noise. For the word level, the following cleanup is
applied. Application cleaning is to make the data charac-
teristics of the predictive model distinct:

(1) Tags are important to determine emotions or users’
intentions. Users often refer to popular tags to show
their intentions. Delete the “ ” symbol and retain
the word itself.

(2) -e user name refers to words beginning with “@,”
which usually does not provide emotional infor-
mation. As a result, such terms are completely re-
moved from tweets. However, if the text contains
multiple comments as part of a single conversation,
what the user mentions will be an important aspect.

(3) Link hyperlinks are removed because they do not
convey emotional information in the text.

(4) Delete emoticons (e.g., “(≥ ω ≤)/”╮ (╯﹏) ╭ “, etc.).
(5) Remove extra space.
(6) For character-level models, the user mentions and

removes the label symbol, as described earlier, while
the emoticon is replaced with the corresponding
description of the emoticon; for example, U+ 1f600
is replaced with the word “smiling face.” -is
modification is helpful to capture the emotion de-
scribed by this emoticon in the form of text.

Data sets that can be used for sentiment analysis are
collected from a large number of comments and anno-
tated by a large number of users. Because perception itself
is a subjective problem, users may have different emo-
tional perceptions of the same text. In addition, users’
internal beliefs or knowledge also plays a role in emotional
perception. Table 1 shows sample comments from the data
set to illustrate these. Class represents the perceived utility
of the consumer; −2 represents the most negative, i.e., the
consumer feels very unworthy of purchase; 2 represents
the most positive, i.e., the consumer feels very worthy of
purchase; and 0 represents neutral.

It is difficult to capture and observe the dependence of
comments from the pretrained word embedding. With
the increase of perceptual prediction granularity, the
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Figure 1: Processes of the LSTM model.
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noise becomes more obvious. For this kind of task, it is
impossible to train your own embedding because there
are about hundreds of annotated data, which are very low
for learning embedding. Character-level embedding is
recommended to handle these types of dependencies.
Character-level embedding is necessary to create such a
representation of words outside the vocabulary. In ad-
dition to character-level embedding, emotional depen-
dence on tags can be modeled by attention mechanism,
which is very popular in the field of computer vision.
Recursive networks are effective in processing time data.
Most commonly, the recurrent neural network (RNN) is
trained by random gradient descent (SGD), and the
gradient of training criteria is calculated by time back-
propagation algorithm. -e long short-term memory
network (LSTM) is a special case of neural network,
which solves the classic problem of gradient disappear-
ance (or explosion). -e LSTM architecture used in this
paper is the same as that proposed in [27] and is con-
trolled by the following equation:

it � tanh Wxixt + Waiat−1 + bi( ,

jt � sigm Wxjxt + Wajat−1 + bj ,

kt � sigm Wxkxt + Wakat−1 + bk( ,

ot � tanh Wxoxt + Waoat−1 + bo( ,

ct � ct−1 ⊕ kt + it ⊕ jt,

ht � tanh ct( ⊕ kt.

(1)

In the above equation, w ∗ variable is the weight matrix
and B ∗ variable is the deviation. Operation ⊕ represents the
vector product of elements. -e variable CT represents the
memory of the LSTM in time step t. HT is called hidden
state.

-e two-way recurrent neural network (RNN) was
originally used for speech recognition. Gradually, they are
applied to different tasks, such as syntactic analysis and oral
comprehension. A BiLSTM network is a brnns using the
LSTM hidden layer. BiLSTM is a stack of two LSTMs:
forward processing information from t� 1 − T, while reverse
processing information from t�T−1. -e equations of the
LSTM layer remain unchanged, and the random gradient
can be used for training. And then achieve the data pro-
cessing of the evaluation label.

3.2. Attention Mechanism. Attention mechanism has re-
cently been proposed to model long-term dependency. It
allows the model to have a more direct relationship between
states at different points in the time domain. According to

the definition, the model that generates the hidden state HT
in each time step is given. Based on the definition, a model
that generates the hidden state HT in each time step is given.
According to equation (2) based on the attention model, the
vector C is calculated as the weighted average value of the
state sequence H.

ct � 
T

i�1
atihi. (2)

It is defined as the total number of time steps in the
sequence, which is the weight vector calculated at each time
step of each hidden state sequence s and depends on the
model output and input. -e weight of input and output
values is obtained from

ewi � a st−1, hi( , (3)

ati �
exp eti( 


T
k�1 exp etk( 

. (4)

Given a value and a previous state, there is a function of
scalar importance value that can be considered to be
computed.

4. Discussion

-e model is evaluated on a large data set, Tianchi data set.
-is data set represents the emotion of online consumption
platforms. -e Tianchi data set is used for classification and
regression tasks. -ese data sets are annotated using
crowdsourcing.

4.1. Classification Task of the Data Set. -is data set provides
online consumer platform reviews and their corresponding
reviews. Classification is the most negative, negative, neutral,
positive, and positive class in the range of −2 to 2. Sample
comments for this data set are shown in Table 1. Figure 2
shows the histogram of comment classification, with a
relatively small proportion of neutral attitudes, and it can be
seen from the histogram that most comments have strong
emotions. -e data present clearer results, which are very
clear about whether they are worth or not.

4.2. Model Prediction Accuracy. During the experiment,
6420 comments in the data set were sorted by category labels
and then predicted and classified on the BiLSTM model and
the traditional LSTM, respectively. -e classification accu-
racy of the model on the training set and test set after each
iteration is recorded, and the recorded results are shown in
Figure 3. It can be seen from the figure that the accuracy rate
of classification increases with iteration. In the process of 50
iterations, the accuracy rate of the BiLSTMmodel in training
data reaches 93.13% at most, and the accuracy rate in LSTM
reaches 82.84% at most.-is can more accurately predict the
perceived utility of consumers’ online reviews.

Table 1: Sample comments for the data set.

Examples of consumer’s reviews Class
Fantastic, wonderful, worth buying 2
Just so so, not bad 1
Not required, unnecessary 0
Not recommended, not good −1
Very bad, do not buy again −2
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4.3. Loss Function. During the experiment, the 6420 tags in
the data set were sorted by category tags, and then one
comment body action was randomly selected from every 15
adjacent actions to be put into the test set, and other human
actions were put into the training set. In this way, the class
distribution of training set and test set is consistent. -en,
the training model is trained 50 times with all the actions of
the training set, and the data of the training set will be
randomly rearranged in each iteration. For this reason, the
loss function value of the model after each iteration and the
classification accuracy of the model on the training set and
test set are recorded, and the recorded results are shown in
Figure 4. It can be seen from the figure that the loss function

of the classification decreases with the number of iterations,
and the final changes will tend to be stable at the level of 0.03,
which is also in line with the general training process of the
neural network model.

4.4. Character Frequency of Consumer Comments. To predict
the perceived utility of consumers, we can not only use
classification method to identify but also refer to the con-
sideration of consumers on satisfied products. We can
summarize the aspects that businesses should pay attention to
products, try to bring the maximum perceived value to
customers, and promote a win-win virtuous cycle in which
customers’ satisfaction is higher and higher and businesses’
products are more and more worthy. As shown in Figure 5,
among the comments with high perceived utility, the com-
ments with good quality are the most, followed by the
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comments with low price, good service, and fast delivery.
-us, if we want to improve the perceived utility of customers,
these four aspects are the best places for businesses to improve.

Based on the perceived value characteristics of con-
sumers’ online shopping, enterprises can adopt the following
strategies when formulating online marketing strategies to
adapt to the perceived psychology of different types of
consumers:

(1) Strengthen the management of goods purchase
channels, ensure the quality of online goods, enable
consumers to buy high-quality and low-cost goods
online, strengthen the service awareness of enter-
prises, improve the level of presale and after-sale
services, and improve the perceived effectiveness of
customers on goods.

(2) Based on the consumption ability of online con-
sumers, with customers as the core, reasonable
commodity prices are formulated. By providing
commodities with different price levels to meet the
needs of customers at different consumption levels,
the tangible cost and psychological risk cost of online
shopping are reduced.

(3) For products sold online, quality is the first element.
In addition to quality, we should diversify the
products in terms of style and color tomeet the needs
of different consumers, so as to reduce the cost of
consumer online shopping information collection.

(4) By optimizing service, doing business in good faith,
establishing corporate image, reducing the perceived
risk of customers’ online shopping, reducing the risk
cost, and creating a good atmosphere for customers’
online shopping.

Because the factors that affect the perceived utility of
Internet consumers include not only cost but also consumer
preferences and Internet services, we need to further expand
the independent variables that affect the perceived utility of
Internet consumers, and further improve the perceived
utility model of Internet consumers, so as to fully reveal the

characteristics of consumer decision-making behavior in the
Internet environment.

5. Conclusions

In this experiment, BiLSTM is used to train, develop, and test
the data set of consumer reviews, and an improved BiLSTM
recurrent neural network system is proposed to better control
how much information each memory unit outputs. -e
forgetting gate and input gate are combined into a single
update gate. -e BiLSTM network is a brnns using the LSTM
hidden layer. BiLSTM is a stack of two LSTMs: forward
processing information from t� 1−T, while reverse processing
information from t�T−1. -e equations of the LSTM layer
remain unchanged, and the random gradient can be used for
training. In this way, the improved BiLSTM model can learn
long-term historical information and has stronger robustness.
Based on the improved method, experiments are carried out
on the Tianchi data set. Based on the improved BiLSTM
recurrent neural network system, the recognition rate is ef-
fectively improved to 93%, the perceived value of consumers is
successfully predicted, and the robustness of online comment
recognition system is improved.

In this paper, deep learning is applied to demand side
LSTM, and a network neural-based LSTM framework is
proposed. Specifically, the problem of training with cus-
tomer load data is studied carefully. If considering the scale
of neural network, the amount of available single load data is
relatively small, overfitting may occur during training. -e
experimental results show that LSTM can be trained well by
using the user’s three-year load data. -e results can be
further extended to several aspects. For example, it is ex-
pected to train LSTM better when big data are available and
further explore a better LSTM structure. For example,
convolutional neural network is used as a time series pre-
diction model. In addition, analyzing the exact conditions of
LSTM (such as load type, load mode, and date) is helpful to
select the appropriate prediction model for an individual.
-is provides a certain reference value for the establishment
of predictive models in various fields in the future.

-is paper proposes a robust short-text representation
method, which can effectively predict and classify five-line
emotion. -e proposed model is evaluated on two data sets,
and the results show significant improvement without
considering any hand-made characteristics. -is work can
be extended to more data sets. If transmission learning is
combined on different data sets, its robustness will be better.
In this work, the main focus is on the automatic classification
of positive and negative reviews on online consumer plat-
forms. Generally, the problem of machine learning classi-
fication requires predefined characters. -e development of
neural networks is to optimize the model and maximize
accuracy. Although there are problems with an insufficient
in-depth understanding of the research of neural networks
in this article, neural networks are still used to solve many
predictive modeling problems for sequence classification.
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